LEADING THE NEXT GENERATION
OF MEME & AUTO-STAKING

ABSTRACT
Haruno Inu is a community controlled token which is inspired by the character
Haruno Sakura, Naruto manga and anime series’ female lead. Haruno Sakura is a
girl with strong willpower who determines to change herself to become one of
the greatest medical-nin in the world.
Haruno Inu ($HARUNO) token is a decentralized financial asset that pays users
with a Fixed APY at 996,966.45%. Haruno Inu offers you the greatest APY in
blockchain, with little risk and tremendous reward.
By Haruno Auto-Stake feature, you do not need to stake your token on Dapp,
instead, you can earn rebase rewards as interest payments directly into your
wallet.
By Haruno Inu's GameFi Move-to-Earn Dapp, you will experience a very unique
game that you can earn tokens by moving.
Haruno Inu's objective is to bring more benefits to the community through many
of our competitive features as a community managed deflationary token.
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DEFI AND GAMEFI RE-DEFINE FINANCE
The explosion of DeFi since 2020 has been changing the structure of financial
systems. Financial services are easy to reach than ever before. People can use
decentralized applications (Dapps) to access financial services, including
payment, saving, lending, trading, investment, asset management, etc. DeFi
services operate without any centralized institutions, that makes the appeal of
DeFi. DeFi improves existential problems in finance sector: intermediaries, costs
and liquidity.
DeFi savings is one of DeFi services that is growing rapidly. DeFi savings offers a
way for users to save their money easily with high-yield. More than that, the
highlight of DeFi savings is compounding interest in real-time. Your money can
be put in and taken out on your demand, you do not need a long-term
commitment to get a higher interest rate. DeFi makes saving a more effective
part of personal financial practice of anyone.
Besides DeFi, GameFi also attracts many users toward it. Recently, a new
concept that is known as Move to Earn has emerged. People can make money
while participating in physical activities. Profiting and doing physical exercise at
the same time is a really great idea when people care about their health more
and more after the impact of Covid-19 pandemic. Move to Earn is a new trend
and the opportunities with it are many, it can become an element that makes
crypto reach more people.
Along with the growth of Defi Yield savings and GameFi Move to Earn trends, we
have developed Haruno Inu with the aspiration to create a protocol which is a
combination of DeFi and GameFi.
Haruno Inu is safe and easy for users to earn highest yield returns in Crypto, while
giving them a lot of experience of 2022 new trend: Move to Earn.
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INTRODUCTION
What is Haruno Inu?
Haruno Inu ($HARUNO) token is inspired by the
character Haruno Sakura - one of the greatest
medical-nin in the world. Haruno Inu provides a
fixed compound interest formula with Highest Fixed
APY in Crypto.

Characteristics of Haruno Inu
A community controlled token - the $HARUNO Team will NOT hold any
tokens. We are committed to the longevity of the project and thus the
$HARUNO team cannot dump on you.
No extra mint or hidden Tokens - The $HARUNO smart contract has NO
ability to mint extra tokens nor can the supply be manually increased or
used in an artificial way to change the initial supply by awarding ourselves
free tokens.
Auto-Staking with Highest Fixed APY in Crypto - 996,966.45%.
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ABOUT HARUNO INU
Haruno Inu Inspiration
Haruno Sakura (Japanese:

春野 サクラ) is the Naruto manga and anime series’

female lead and is depicted as a kunoichi affiliated with Konohagakure
(Japanese:

木ノ葉隠れの里, English: Hidden Leaf Village) and a part of Team 7,

which consists of herself, Naruto Uzumaki, Sasuke Uchiha, and their sensei
Kakashi Hatake.
As a child, Sakura was a timid girl, she was repeatedly teased about her large
forehead, so she always covered it with her long bangs. One day while Sakura
was crying from being bullied, she met Ino Yamanaka. Ino gave Sakura a red
ribbon to tire back her hair. Two girls became best friends, it was thanks to Ino's
encouragement that Sakura was able to gain self-confidence.
When Sakura Haruno started her journey as a member of Team 7 and a
teammate of Naruto Uzumaki and Sasuke Uchiha, she realized that she was
weak and lacked combat skills. However, determined to change herself, Sakura
got to train under her master, Tsunade Senju, and she conquered her
weaknesses to be known as one of the strongest ninjas of all time.
The inspiration of Sakura Haruno’s willpower propelled the birth of Haruno Inu
($HARUNO) token.
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ABOUT HARUNO INU

Why Haruno Inu
Haruno Inu ($HARUNO) is a decentralized financial asset that
pays users with a fixed compound interest formula that is
sustainable.
$HARUNO token has automatic staking and compounding
features, and the highest Fixed APY in the market at
996,966.45% for the first 12 months.
Interest is paid every 15 minutes, 96 times daily, your tokens
are always available for you.
Interest rate and the growth of the $HARUNO token are
ensured by Haruno Insurance Fund, Haruno Treasury and The
Black Hole Features.
Haruno's GameFi Move-to-Earn Dapp gives you a new way to
earn money by moving.
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HARUNO INU FEATURES

A community controlled token (MEME token)
The developer does not hold any token before listing on DEX.
Low Risk with the Haruno Insurance Fund (HIF)
5% of all trading fees are stored in the Haruno Insurance Fund
which helps sustain and back the staking rewards by maintaining
price stability and greatly reducing downside risk.
Easy and Safe Staking
The $HARUNO token always stays in your wallet so it doesn’t
need to be put into the hands of a 3rd party or centralized
authority. All you need to do is buy & hold as you automatically
receive rewards in your own wallet so there are no more
complicated staking processes at all.
Interest Yield with Automatic Payments
You do not need to be worried about having to re-stake your
tokens. Interest yield is paid automatically and compounded in
your own wallet, guaranteeing you will never miss a payment.
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HARUNO INU FEATURES
Highest Fixed APY
$HARUNO pays out at 996,966.45% in the first 12
months which rivals anything in the DeFi arena to
date. After the first 12 months, the interest rate drops
over a predefined Longterm Interest Cycle period.
Rapid Interest Payments
The $HARUNO's DApp pays every $HARUNO
Token holder each and every 15 minutes or 96 times
each day, making it the fastest auto-compounding
protocol in crypto.

Auto Token Burn
One of the exciting features of the $HARUNO's DApp is an automatic token
burn system named “The Black Hole” which prevents circulating supply getting
out of hand and becoming unmanageable. The Black Hole burns 2.5% out of all
$HARUNO Token market sales and is burned in the same individual transaction.
NFT Marketplace
NFT Marketplace its kind, a fully functional marketplace for non-fungible tokens
(NFTs). You can use $HARUNO to buy, sell and trade NFTs on the decentralized
blockchain-based NFT marketplace.
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HARUNO AUTO-STAKE
The Haruno Auto-Stake feature is a simple yet
cutting-edge function called Buy-Hold-Earn, that
provides the ultimate ease of use for $HARUNO
holders.
Buy-Hold-Earn - By simply buying and holding
$HARUNO token in your wallet, you earn rebase
rewards as interest payments directly into your
wallet. Your tokens will increase every 15 minutes.

Using a Positive Rebase formula, $HARUNO makes
it possible for token distribution to be paid directly
proportional to the epoch rebase rewards, worth
0.02628% every 15 minute epoch period of the
total amount of $HARUNO tokens held in your
wallet. The rebase rewards are distributed on each
EPOCH (15 minute rebase period) to all $HARUNO
holders.
This means that without moving their tokens from
their wallet, $HARUNO holders receive an annual
compound interest of 996,966.45% for Year 1.
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MECHANISMS
Haruno Insurance Fund (HIF)
HIF is the acronym for the Haruno Insurance Fund which is a separate wallet in
$HARUNO's DApp system. The HIF uses an algorithm that backs the Rebase
Rewards and is supported by a portion of the buy and sell trading fees that
accrue in the HIF wallet.
In simple terms, the staking rewards (rebase rewards) which are distributed every
15 minutes at a rate of 0.02628% are backed by the HIF parameter, thus
ensuring a high and stable interest rate to $HARUNO token holders.
5% of all trading fees are stored in the Haruno Insurance Fund which helps
sustain and back the staking rewards provided by the positive rebase.
HIF Keep's holders safe by:
Avoiding flash crash through price stability
Achieving long term sustainability and future growth of the $HARUNO token
Greatly reducing downside risk

Haruno Treasury
Haruno Treasury plays a very important role in $HARUNO's DApp system. It
provides three extremely critical functions for the growth and sustainability of
$HARUNO.
Haruno Treasury functions as additional financial support for the HIF. This
additional support can become important in the event of an extreme price drop
of the $HARUNO token or unforeseen black-swan event. It helps to establish a
floor value for the $HARUNO token.
Haruno Treasury may also be used to fund new $HARUNO products, services,
and projects that will expand and provide more value to the $HARUNO
community as well as providing funding for marketing.
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MECHANISMS
The Black Hole
2.5% of all $HARUNO traded are burnt in The Black Hole. The more that is
traded, the more get put into the fire causing the black hole to grow in size, larger
and larger through self-fulfilling Auto-Compounding, reducing the circulating
supply and keeping the $HARUNO's DApp system stable.
The other benefit to an everlasting burn of circulating supply is that due to the
deflationary nature of it, equates to a higher value of each $HARUNO token,
therefore increasing the individual value.

Haruno Auto-Liquidity Engine
Every 48 hours our Haruno Auto-Liquidity Engine will inject automatic liquidity
into the market. On each buy or sell order there is a 4% tax fee that
automatically gets stored into an Auto-LP wallet and built into our protocol's
smart contract is the mechanism which smartly takes the 50% of the amount of
$HARUNO stored in the wallet, and will automatically buy BNB at the current
market price.
The remaining 50% of $HARUNO in the Auto-LP wallet will be used for the
$HARUNO side of liquidity, therefore giving equal an 50/50 weighting of
$HARUNO/$BNB which will then be automatically added as new, additional
liquidity into the market pair and raising the amount of liquidity in the pool.
Haruno Auto-Liquidity Engine will do this every 48 hours by adding more and
more liquidity to the pool which will allow $HARUNO token holders to easily sell
their tokens at anytime with little to no market slippage. It will also aid in
maintaining protocol stability to make sure the APY is upheld for the entire life of
$HARUNO.
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FIXED APY
APY stands for Annual Percentage Yield. This measures the real rate of
return on your principal amount by taking into account the effect of
compounding interest. In the case of $HARUNO, your $HARUNO tokens
represent your principal, and the compound interest is added
periodically on every Rebase event (Every 15 minutes), otherwise known
as an 'Epoch'.
Your new principal amount is your then current $HARUNO token
amount, plus your new rebase token amount. This total amount is what
gets calculated for your next rebase rewards.
The Power of Compound Interest - It is important to note that your
balance will grow not linearly but exponentially over time. Taking a
compound interest of 0.02628% / 15 minutes.
EXAMPLE 1: If you started with a balance of only 1 $HARUNO on day 1. After
a year, your balance will have grown to 9969.66 $HARUNO.
EXAMPLE 2: If you started with a balance of only $1,000 on day 1. After a
year, your balance will have grown to $9,969,664.5.
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APY CALCULATION
Simple Interest Equation (Principal + Interest)
A = P(1 + rt)
Where:
A = Total Accrued Amount (principal + interest)
P = Principal Amount
I = Interest Amount
r = Rate of Interest per year in decimal; r = R/100
R = Rate of Interest per year as a percent; R = r * 100
t = Time Period involved in months or years
From the base formula, A = P(1 + rt) derived from A = P + I and since I = Prt then A
= P + I becomes A = P + Prt which can be rewritten as A = P(1 + rt)
Note that rate r and time t should be in the same time units such as months or years.
Time conversions that are based on day count of 365 days/year have 30.4167
days/month and 91.2501 days/quarter. 360 days/year have 30 days/month and 90
days/quarter.
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APY CALCULATION
Simple Interest Formulas and Calculations:
A = the Final Investment Value, using the simple interest formula: A = P(1 + rt)
where P is the Principal amount of money to be invested at an Interest Rate R%
per period for t Number of Time Periods. Where r is in decimal form; r=R/100; r
and t are in the same units of time.
The accrued amount of an investment is the original principal P plus the
accumulated simple interest, I = Prt, therefore we have:
A = P + I = P + (Prt), and finally A = P(1 + rt)
Calculate Total Amount Accrued (Principal + Interest), solve for A
A = P(1 + rt)
Calculate Principal Amount, solve for P
P = A / (1 + rt)
Calculate rate of interest in decimal, solve for r
r = (1/t)(A/P - 1)
Calculate rate of interest in percent
R = r * 100
Calculate time, solve for t
t = (1/r)(A/P - 1)
Example:
P = (Principle + Interest) = $1,000
A = (Total Accrued Amount) = $9,969,664.5
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LONGTERM INTEREST CYCLE
In order to maintain sustainability and future growth, we
have introduced a Longterm Interest Cycle component
which will award $HARUNO token holders with continued
compound interest in perpetuity.
Each Interest Cycle is 15 minutes in length and is referred
to as an EPOCH.
There are 35,040 EPOCH's in 1 year.

EPOCH 1 - 35,040: 0.02628% every EPOCH
(First 12 Months)
EPOCH 35,041 - 52,560: 0.002% every EPOCH
(Next 6 months)
EPOCH 52,561 - 245,280: 0.00012% every EPOCH
(Next 6.5 Years)
EPOCH

245,281:

0.00002%

every

EPOCH

(In Perpetuity until max supply is reached)
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
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HARUNO'S GAMEFI MOVE-TO-EARN

(under development)

A very unique game is under development to bring users a
lot of expericence in fitness metaverse, where users with NFT
Haruno's Boot can earn tokens by moving.

NFT Mystery Box
A mystery box is a box that contains a
special

random

Haruno's

Boot.

Buyers are willing to pay a fixed price
without knowing which NFT Haruno's
Boot until they open the box.
Users

are

equipped

with

NFT

Haruno's Boot to earn tokens by
moving.
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HARUNO'S GAMEFI MOVE-TO-EARN

(under development)

Haruno's Boot Types
There are four Haruno's Boot types, each designed to suit a different exercise
intensity and/or fitness level:

Name

Optimal Speed (km/hr)

Walker

1-3

Jogger

4-8

Runner

8 - 12

Blink

12 - 20

Haruno's Boot Quality
There are five Haruno's Boot qualities.
Common
Uncommon
Rare
Epic
Legendary
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$HARUNO TOKENOMICS
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TRADING FEES
The amount of the fees (14% for buys and 16% for sells) allows $HARUNO to
provide $HARUNO holders with the stable high yield of 996,966.45% annually.

TRADING FEES DETAILS
BUY

SELL

14% Slippage

16% Slippage

Automatic LP

Automatic LP

4% of order fees return to

4% of order fees return to

liquidity

liquidity

Haruno Insurance Fund

Haruno Insurance Fund

5% of order fees are stored in HIF

5% of order fees are stored in HIF

Haruno Treasury

Haruno Treasury

2.5% of order fees go to Haruno

4.5% of order fees go to Haruno

Treasury

Treasury

The Black Hole

The Black Hole

2.5% of $HARUNO is burnt in The

2.5% of $HARUNO is burnt in The

Black Hole

Black Hole
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ROADMAP
STAGE 1
Website Development
Whitepaper Documentation
$HARUNO Token Contract Development
Audit Smart Contract
Build Phase - dApp V1 Dashboard
Deployment Phase - Smart Contract - Testnet
Initiate and Promote Telegram / Discord Community
PR Marketing
Bounty Campaign
Fair-Launch Marketing
Deployment Phase - Smart Contract Deployment - Mainnet
Deployment Phase - dApp V1 Dashboard
InterFi Network Audit

STAGE 2
Fairlaunch Pinksale
Pancakeswap Listing
CoinGecko Listing
CoinMarketCap Listing
Local Communities Launch
Launch App Haruno Inu
SEO
5,000 Token Holders
20,000 Token Holders
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ROADMAP
STAGE 2
50,000 Token Holders
100,000 Token Holders
10 Million Market Cap
25 Million Market Cap
50 Million Market Cap
100 Million Market Cap
Buy Back & Burn

STAGE 3
NFT Mystery Box
Launch NFT Marketplace for Haruno's Boot
New Partnership
Haruno's GameFi Move-to-Earn DApp for Android Release
Haruno's GameFi Move-to-Earn DApp for iOS Release

STAGE 4
Listing on CEXs
Marketing campaigns (PR, KOLs, Contest, etc.)
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